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ABSTRACT
An approach to accommodating semantic heterogeneity in a federation of interoperable, autonomous, heterogeneous databases is presented. A mechanism is described for identifying and resolving semantic heterogeneity
while at the same time honoring the autonomy of the database components that participate in the federation. A
minimal, common data model is introduced as the basis for describing sharable information, and a three-pronged
facility for determining the relationships between information units (objects) is developed. Our approach serves
as a basis for the sharing of related concepts through (partial) schema uni cation without the need for a global
view of the data that is stored in the di erent components. The mechanism presented here can be seen in contrast
with more traditional approaches such as \integrated databases" or \distributed databases". An experimental prototype implementation has been constructed within the framework of the Remote-Exchange experimental
system.
Keywords: Autonomy, federation, heterogeneous databases, interoperability, resolution, semantic heterogeneity.

1 Introduction
With the information age and the accompanying rapid advances in information technology has come an
abundance of data that is overwhelming and cannot be processed eciently by humans alone. For example,
in the scienti c community, in order to keep pace with this wealth of information, researchers continue to
specialize in smaller and smaller areas. Therefore, the quality and progress of scienti c endeavors depends on
the researcher's ability to eciently store large quantities of heterogeneous data and, even more importantly,
to share and exchange this knowledge with his/her colleagues. Such environments consisting of a collection of
data/knowledge bases and their supporting systems, and in which it is desired to accommodate the controlled
sharing and exchange of information among the collection are extremely common in but not exclusively
con ned to the scienti c community. Cooperative work, computer-based manufacturing, scienti c databases,
and traditional data processing are only a few of the environments where collaboration among autonomous,
heterogeneous components is desired [37, 42]. It is obvious that the next generation of database systems
must keep pace with this current trend in order to ensure support for large inter-disciplinary projects such
as the Human Genome Project and Informaticsa (HGI) [15]. Considering an example from a non-scienti c
application domain, we can observe that many of the major airlines use their own online reservation systems
to keep track of ight schedules and customer reservations. In order to nd the lowest possible airfare
a This project is a major scienti c venture under the auspices of both the National Institute of Health (NIH) and the
Department of Energy (DOE).

available or put together a trip involving more than one airline, travel agencies must have the ability to
access and share data from many di erent reservation systems. These systems may have been created
using di erent speci cations and di erent data models and it is imperative to nd ways to overcome these
di erences before any sharing can take place.
In light of these observations, participants in the 1990 Workshop on Future Database Systems Research
sponsored by the National Science Foundation (NSF) have identi ed the following goal as one of the key areas
in future database research [50]: The creation of an environment that allows for the controlled sharing and
exchange of information among autonomous, heterogeneous databases. This is a very ambitious goal and its
complete realization depends on the realization of several important sub-goals. In order to support this kind
of information sharing, a mechanism is needed to make selected data objects from one database \usable" by
other databases of similar or di erent constitution. For example, the respective databases may di er in their
database management system (DBMS), their data model (DM), or their conceptual schema; in this research
we are not concerned with di erences in hardware or operating systems. Such a collection of cooperating
but heterogeneous, autonomous component database systems (DBSs) may be termed a federated database
system (FDBS) or federation for short [17, 19]. A key characteristic of a federation is the cooperation among
independent systems, which is re ected by controlled and sometimes limited integration of its autonomous
components. This kind of cooperation is often referred to as interoperability. To this extent, an FDBS
provides an explicit interface to its database components that facilitates sharing while at the same time
allowing each component to function independently.
A key aspect of making data be \usable" across heterogeneous databases involves (partial) schema uni cation, and it is imperative to develop methods that can perform this task with as little human intervention
as possible. In this paper, we use the term \uni cation" to denote the process of combining di erent
(meta-)data objects together. While the term \(schema) integration" prevails as the predominant expression for activities of this kind, we stress here partially uniting meta-data speci cations. By meta-data we
mean objects that represent the structural part of a database (i.e., the conceptual schema) as opposed to
\factual" data which represents the contents of the database. Rather than unifying complete schemas with
each other, a process that is both costly and dicult, partial schema uni cation is concerned with uniting
non-local objectsb that are selected on demand by components in the federation. One of the fundamental
problems that must be solved before one can successfully unify schemas (or parts thereof) is that of semantic
heterogeneity or semantic diversity. In the database context, this heterogeneity refers to di erences in the
meaning and use of data that make it dicult to identify the various relationships that exist between similar
or related objects in di erent components.
The goal of our work is to demonstrate a new, modular facility for resolving semantic heterogeneity
in a federation of autonomous, heterogeneous, object-based databases in order to achieve interoperability.
By resolving semantic heterogeneity we mean two things: (1) determine the relationships between objects
that model similar information, and (2) detect possible con icts in their representations that pose problems
during the uni cation of shared data. Our approach to resolving semantic heterogeneity can be utilized
by a variety of intelligent and cooperative information systems (ICISs), such as Remote-Exchange [11], for
example.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review related work. In Section 3,
we introduce a typical sharing scenario in a federated database environment where individual components
can share and exchange objects. Section 3.1 gives a detailed de nition of semantic heterogeneity and other
important terms used in this research. A spectrum for heterogeneity is provided and the most common
causes for schema diversities are discussed using examples. Section 4 describes the di erent steps that are
needed to achieve interoperability between individual components. We consider the use of an intelligent
sharing advisor that will locate relevant information sources in other components. In Section 5, we provide
b In this context and throughout the remainder of this paper, the term \object" may refer to type objects, function objects
(also termed methods or behavioral objects), and instance objects.

the object context in which we have couched our research. In order for any sharing to take place among
heterogeneous components, the components must agree on some common model for describing shared data.
The model used in this work is called Minimal Object Data Model (MODM), which is a simpli ed version
of the Kernel Object Data Model (KODM) from Remote-Exchange. We also present an overview of the
di erent ways in which (meta-)data objects (i.e., type objects) can be related to each other depending
upon the relationships of the real-world concepts they represent. In Section 6, we show in detail how our
approach to resolving semantic heterogeneity operates. Speci cally, we present a strategy for determining
the relationship between two objects which is based on three separate mechanisms (parts) for gathering
structural as well as semantic information about the objects in question. In Section 7, we investigate three
scenarios for unifying foreign objects with local objects once ambiguities between the objects have been
resolved. Finally, Section 8 contains concluding observations with a critical evaluation of our results and
their potential impact.

2 Related Research
Several projects and prototype development e orts to support heterogeneous, distributed databases started
in the late 1970's and early 1980's, mostly focusing on providing methodologies for relational database design.
This work addressed methodologies and mechanisms to integrate individual, user-oriented schemata into a
single global conceptual schema (view integration). In their 1986 survey paper, Batini et al. [4] investigate
twelve of these early methodologies and compare them on the basis of ve commonly accepted integration
activities (preintegration, comparison of schemas, conforming of schemas, merging, restructuring). However,
most of the approaches examined in this survey do not directly address the diversity problem described above.
The problem of achieving semantic interoperability has been studied extensively in view integration [3, 18,
39, 41, 48] using the relational and semantic data models, but (partial) uni cation of multiple heterogeneous
object-based databases is still in its infancy.
Research in the area of heterogeneous database systems (HDBSs) began only a decade ago [13, 51]. The
term \heterogeneous databases" was originally used to distinguish work which included database model and
conceptual schema heterogeneity from work in \distributed databasesc " which addressed issues solely related
to distribution [7]. Recently, there has been a resurgence in the area of heterogeneous database systems.
This work may be characterized by the di erent levels of integration of the component DBSs and by di erent
levels of global (federation) services. In Mermaid [52], for example, which is considered a tightly coupled
HDBS, component database schemas are integrated into one centralized global schema with the option of
de ning di erent user views on the uni ed schema. While this approach supports pre-existing component
databases, it falls short in terms of exible sharing patterns. Furthermore, the integration process is very
expensive and tends to be dicult to change.
The federated architecture proposed in [19], which is similar to the multidatabase architecture of [34],
involves a loosely coupled collection of database systems, stressing autonomy and exible sharing patterns
through inter-component negotiation. Rather than using a single, static global schema, the loosely coupled
architecture allows multiple import schemas, enabling data retrieval directly from the exporter and not
indirectly through some central node as in the tightly coupled architecture. Examples of loosely coupled
FDBSs are MRSDM [33], Omnibase [44], and Calida [23].
One reason for the relatively slow progress in the area of integrating multiple heterogeneous databases is
that unlike views, heterogeneous databases provide complimentary information, e.g., their object groupings
may not have many properties in common. This is not the case with views, which are typically designed for
rather narrow domains and thus exhibit a great deal of redundancy in their vocabulary. View integration
mainly performs structural transformations from one conceptual schema to another and the process of
disambiguation (viz., solving semantic diversity) is much more straightforward than in any other context.
c The term distributed database is used here as it has been mainly used in the literature, denoting a relatively tightly coupled,
homogeneous system of logically centralized, but physically distributed component databases.

There are several di erent approaches to view integration that can be distinguished by the set of operators
used to perform the transformation [3, 19, 40]. Schema integration of heterogeneous databases, on the other
hand, poses substantially new problems. Since names of objects are used much more inconsistently in multiple
heterogeneous databases, previous approaches taken from view integration can only be partially applied to
the comparison and integration of heterogeneous databases. Another problem that must be addressed when
integrating schemas is that of inter-database object correspondences. Work in this area has focused on interdatabase object reference by description [46] and object identi cation via language constructs [27]. Based
on these earlier results, there are now several e orts focusing on database schema integration, with varied
approaches to handling the problem of semantic diversity.
One common approach to schema integration is to reason about the meaning and resemblance of heterogeneous objects in terms of their structural representation. Larson et al. [29], for example, base their
approach to schema integration on the so-called basic principle of integrated attributes: \: : : any pair of objects whose identifying attributes can be integrated can themselves be integrated." In this case, the meaning
of an attribute is approximated in terms of its value type (set of possible values), cardinality constraints,
integrity constraints, and allowable operations. However, one can argue that any such set of characteristics
does not suciently describe the real-world meaning of an object, and thus their comparison can lead to
unintended correspondences or fail to detect important ones. Other promising methodologies that were developed include heuristics to determine the similarity of objects based on the percentage of occurrences of
common attributes [18, 41, 48]. More accurate techniques use classi cation for choosing a possible relationship between classes [45]. Whereas most of these methods primarily utilize schema knowledge, techniques
utilizing semantic knowledge (based on real-world experience) have also been investigated. Fankhauser et
al. [12] present an approach to integrating heterogeneous database schemas utilizing fuzzy and possibly
incomplete real world knowledge. In their methodology, class de nitions, or more generally schemas, are
disambiguated by matching unknown terms with concepts in an interconnected knowledge base.
A di erent approach to schema integration uses behavior to solve domain and schema mismatch problems
[26]. Domain and schema mismatch are two important semantic integration problems for interoperating
heterogeneous databases. The domain mismatch problem generally arises when some commonly understood
concept, for example money, is represented di erently in di erent databases (i.e., U.S. dollars vs. English
pounds). Schema mismatch arises when similar concepts are expressed di erently in the schema (i.e., a
relationship that is being modeled as one-to-one in one schema and one-to-many in another). Kent [26]
proposes to use an object-oriented database programming language to express mappings between these
common concepts that allow a user to view them in some integrated way. It remains to be seen if a language
that is sophisticated enough to meet all of the requirements given by Kent in his solution can be developed
in the near future.
A very recent approach to interoperability by Mehta et. al. [38] uses so-called path-methods to access
distant information in a federation of database components. Instead of integrating foreign objects into the
intended target schema (as we propose in this research), explicit inter-component and inter-object mappings
are created between the source and the target classes in order to retrieve and update related data objects.
The obvious drawback of this approach is the large overhead in calculating and maintaining the mappings
which may be impractical for large federations with extensive sharing patterns. No mention is made as to
how a relationship between objects belonging to di erent components is determined in the rst place.

3 The Federated Database System Context
As observed above, the trend towards decentralization of computing that has occurred over the past decade
has accelerated the need for e ective principles, techniques and mechanisms to support information sharing
and exchange among distributed heterogeneous databases. Consider the following scenario involving the
travel business. Several travel agencies located in di erent cities of the country decide that it would be
mutually bene cial to join forces and form a nation-wide Federation Of Travel Agencies (FOTA). The

Figure 1: A loosely interconnected federation of travel agencies
goal of FOTA is to share and exchange travel related information between the individual agencies in order
to stay competitive and keep up to date with the fast pace in the world of business and pleasure travel.
However, each travel agency wants to retain autonomy over its own database with respect to organization
and administration. Therefore, when a component agrees to joining the federation it will keep its own local
DBMS together with its original conceptual schema. The main advantage of this is that the costly and
inecient process of restructuring the component's existing data is avoided. Furthermore, there is no need
for travel agencies to retrain their employees on a new system. We may assume that since the agencies
are located in di erent parts of the country, the contents of their databases re ect the di erent travel
habits of their customers. Thus FOTA depicted in Figure 1 is an example of a loosely coupled collection of
heterogeneous database systems, or FDBS, as described in Section 2.
Components of FOTA keep track of the following kinds of information: rental cars, airline information,
train information, pleasure cruise information, sight-seeing information such as museums and historic buildings, local entertainment such as shows and events, and hotel information. We also assume that each travel
agency will agree to use an object-based database model at the federation interface. Components may update
their own local schema at any time, and it is the responsibility of an importing component to obtain access
to new information. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the information stored in the federation at a given instance
during its lifetime. As mentioned before, the content and organization of each database di ers from travel
agency to travel agency. We can see, for example, that travel agency B in Miami is the only component with
information on pleasure cruises, due to the heavy demand and the large number of cruises departing from and
arriving in that area. All components contain data on hotels for the speci c area to which the travel agency
is primarily catering. With the exception of some large chains such as Holiday Inn, or Hilton, for example,
hotel information is relatively localized and not as readily available in the remaining parts of the country.
For example, travel agency E which is located in Washington, has data on hotels in the Northeastern US,
whereas agency A in Los Angeles represents \places-to-stay" in California. All components contain national
airline and train information.
It is important to note that an additional diculty in nding a solution to the problem of achieving

Figure 2: A conceptual overview of the federation and its components
interoperability in FOTA and other similar federations stems from the con icting nature of sharing and
autonomy. On one hand, a travel agency would like to share information with other components of FOTA.
On the other hand, the same component would also like to exercise some degree of control over the sharing
process, e.g., control over the information it is willing to \export" to the other components. Since the focus
of our work is on a solution to resolving semantic heterogeneity, several other important issues such as
security, i.e., access control, and automatic update of shared data are not dealt with in their entirety here.
In consequence, we assume that all the information stored in a specially \marked" section of a travel agent's
database, called the export schema, is available to every other travel agency in the federation.
3.1 Semantic Heterogeneity in Federated Databases

As noted above, a central problem of interoperability that must be addressed in order to support the sharing
of information among a collection of autonomous, heterogeneous databases is semantic heterogeneity. By this
we mean variations in the manner in which data is speci ed and structured in di erent components. Semantic
heterogeneity is a natural consequence of the independent creation and evolution of autonomous databases
which are tailored to the requirements of the application system they serve. For the remainder of this
paper, we refer to the problem of overcoming semantic heterogeneity in order to enable information sharing
among autonomous, heterogeneous databases the heterogeneity problem in federated databases. Before we
can present a solution to the heterogeneity problem, it is useful to examine the di erent kinds of semantic
heterogeneity that may occur.
3.1.1 The Spectrum of Heterogeneity
Within the context of a federation of loosely coupled components, we can identify a spectrum of heterogeneity
based on the following levels of abstraction:
(i) Meta-data language (conceptual database model):
The components may use di erent collections of and techniques for combining the structures, con-

straints, and operations used to describe data. With respect to the federation of travel agencies, we
can observe that travel agency A, for example, uses an OSQL-like data de nition language (DDL),
while travel agency E uses Postquel and its associated DDL.
(ii) Meta-data speci cation (conceptual schema):
While the components share a common meta-data language (conceptual database model), they may
have independent speci cations of their data (varied conceptual schemas). For example, this refers to
the di erent schemas used by the members of FOTA.
(iii) Object comparability:
The components may agree upon a conceptual schema, or more generally agree upon common subparts of their schemas; however, there may be di erences in the manner in which information facts
are represented [25]. This variety of heterogeneity also relates how information objects are identi ed,
and to the interpretation of atomic data values as denotations of information modeled in a database
(e.g., naming). Looking ahead to travel agency D's schema in Figure 3, we can see that the type
Accommodations represents information that is comparable to the information represented in E 's
Places in Northeastern Region.
(iv) Low-level data format:
While the components agree at the model, schema, and object comparability levels, they may utilize
di erent low-level representation techniques for atomic data values (e.g., units of measure). In terms
of FOTA this refers to the problem that arises when travel agency A, for example, decides to represent
all its fare prices in English pounds rather than in U.S. dollars.
(v) Tool (database management system):
The components may utilize di erent tools to manage and provide an interface to their data. This kind
of heterogeneity may exist with or without the varieties described immediately above. In the context
of FOTA, this kind of heterogeneity is due to the fact that components may use a di erent DBMS.
We assume that the components utilize a common language (see Section 5.1), thus ruling out the occurrence
of heterogeneities of type (i), conceptual database model. Furthermore, tool heterogeneity, which is type (v)
in the above spectrum, is treated as somewhat orthogonal to our concern in this paper. As a result, for the
purpose of this work we term types (ii) through (iv) in the heterogeneity spectrum semantic heterogeneity.
3.1.2 Causes of Semantic Heterogeneity
According to Batini et al. [4] there are three major causes for semantic heterogeneity:
(i) Di erent perspectives:
This is a modeling problem that nds its roots mostly during the design phase of a database schema.
Di erent user groups or designers adopt their own viewpoints when modeling the same information.
For instance, in example 1 in Figure 3, di erent names were attached to the same concept (Accommodations versus Places in the Northeastern Region) in the two schemas of travel agencies D
and E , respectively.
(ii) Equivalent constructs:
The rich set of constructs in data models allows for a large number of modeling possibilities, which
results in variations in the conceptual database structure [25]. Typically, in conceptual models, several
combinations of constructs can model the same real-world domain equivalently. In example 2 in
Figure 4, the association between ights and fare information was modeled as a function has price in
schema A as opposed to a separate type Flight-Fare-Combinations connecting Flights and FareTypes in schema B .

Figure 3: Example 1. Semantic heterogeneity in FOTA
(iii) Incompatible design speci cations:
Di erent design speci cations result in di erent schemas. In example 3 in Figure 5, the relationship
between Travelers and Bookings in schema B indicates that a customer can only have one booking
at a time, since the cardinality constraint 1 : n has been speci ed. The more realistic situation (that
a customer may have several reservations at once) appears in schema C .
Thus far, we have discussed the nature of the interoperability problem and identi ed the causes and implications of semantic heterogeneity. In the following sections, we present the details of our mechanism
for accomplishing interoperability between two components. In order to illustrate our solution we use the
framework of FOTA.

4 The Interoperability Context for Semantic Heterogeneity Resolution
Database interoperability refers to the ability to allow partial and controlled sharing of data among autonomous, heterogeneous database components [47]. Due to the complexity and diculty in achieving
interoperability in such systems, we have divided up this task into three subtasks which can be performed
(iteratively) during di erent operational phases in the lifetime of a federation. The approach that we take
in implementing each phase is interactive to the extent that the user (e.g., the user of a database component
that is engaged in a sharing procedure) or the administrator of the federation has the ability to intervene at
any time during each phase. In addition, human input is essential for resolving semantic heterogeneity.
4.1 Operational Phases

When a federation is initially formed or when a new component joins an existing federation, an intelligent
sharing advisor must rst locate all sharable information in each component and store the (partially) identied concepts in a separate repository called the semantic dictionary. The semantic dictionary is just another
component that can be accessed by every member of the federation. In our approach, sharable information
corresponds to all those data objects that a component is willing to export to the rest of the federation.
Each component has a so-called export schema [19] that contains only those objects that are non-private and

Figure 4: Example 2. Semantic heterogeneity in FOTA
thus sharable by other components. All other objects are kept in the component's private schema. This is a
relatively simple way for each component to exercise control over its database but it suces for our purpose
since the focus here is not on security and access control mechanisms. The sharing advisor tool also responds
to requests from database components to locate information that is in structure and content \relevant" to
certain information in its own local schema. This rst phase of locating and identifying non-local, relevant
information is termed resource discovery and identi cation and currently under investigation in a related
research project at USC (see [11]). During the second phase, the exact relationship between the requested
non-local information and the local information in the schema of the integrating component is determined.
This phase is termed resolution of semantic heterogeneity and is the focus of our work. After the exact
relationship between a foreign object and one or more local objects has been established in phase two, the
third phase, called sharing and transmission supports ecient access to shared object(s). A picture of the
operational phases is given in Figure 6. In the next three sections, we will describe in more detail each of
these three phases using the familiar example of FOTA.
4.2 Resource Discovery and Identi cation

A travel agency, for example, travel agency A located in Los Angeles, needs information on bed & breakfast
places in the New England area. A only has bed & breakfast information for California and wants to
incorporate this additional information into its own schema so that it can be accessed transparently like any
other local information in A's database. Assuming that A has no prior knowledge of where to nd bed &
breakfast places in New England within the federation, it consults with the intelligent sharing advisor that
assists components in discovering relevant, sharable information throughout the federation. The sharing
advisor uses the information stored in the semantic dictionary and a set of heuristic rules (see Figure 6); it
returns to the component initiating the inquiry those concepts that it considers relevant to the requested
information. In our case it locates two possible sources of bed & breakfast places in the New England
area: the types Lodgingsd, Inexpensive, and Expensive of travel agency E in Washington, and Private
d Throughout the rest of this paper, the boldface type will be used for type objects, the italicized type will indicate function
objects.

Figure 5: Example 3. Semantic heterogeneity in FOTA

Accommodations of travel agency D in New York. Figure 7 displays the three (partial) schemas of the

travel agencies involved in this identi cation process.
The goal of identifying relevant informationis to retrieve information in other components that is identical,
similar, or related to the requested information. Depending upon the amount and kinds of information in
which a user is interested, s/he may wish for a large intersection or a small one. Large intersections correspond
to concepts that are identical or similar to the concepts in his/her database (e.g., all components of FOTA
are in the travel business, hence their databases contain many similar concepts such as Accommodations
and Hotels, Flights and Airtravel, etc.). Small intersections correspond to related types of information
(e.g., a travel agency and an automobile club share a few commonalities like Travel and Trips, hence their
databases have a smaller overlap as far as data objects are concerned), or completely disjoint information
(e.g., a travel agency and a telephone company will probably have no common concepts in their database
schemas).
4.3 Resolution of Semantic Heterogeneity

Having identi ed two possible sources of information, component A has to nd the exact relationship(s)
between its own type Bed & Breakfast, the types Lodgings, Inexpensive, and Expensive of component E , and Private Accommodations of component D in order to determine if and how they can be
folded into its conceptual framework. This is the problem of resolving semantic heterogeneity as depicted in
Figure 6; it must be addressed before any sharing can take place. Using so-called meta-functions, a local dictionary or lexicon as well as the semantic dictionary mentioned earlier, the meanings of concepts unknown to
another component are \derived". Meta-functions return structural information about an object (supertype,
subtype(s), properties, etc.). The local lexicon, which is created and updated by each component separately,
contains a semantic description of every sharable type object in the database. In order to make the local lexica usable throughout the entire federation, a common knowledge representation is used. Terms in question
can be located and compared with each other. The semantic dictionary describes the relationships between
terms in the local lexica.

Figure 6: Interoperability in a federation of databases
4.4 Sharing and Transmission

In general, there is a spectrum of the kinds of inter-component sharing that may be desired. At one extreme,
a copy of the foreign object can be created in the importing database. At the other, a surrogate (i.e.,
handle or place-holder) for the foreign object can exist in the local database. In the later case, objects
such as instances, types, and functions are added to the importing schema at specially created places using
local surrogates. Surrogates are essentially references that are used to refer to the original object in the
exporting database whenever it is used by the importing database. Thus, local surrogates enable individual
components to exchange and use each others' objects in a transparent way without making physical copies
of the shared objects. The goal is to place the shared object into the best possible location in the existing
schema of the importing component. In addition to sharing type objects with or without instances, it is also
possible to share methods and individual instances by themselves. In order to share methods and instances,
the importing component must already have the underlying meta-data (i.e. the type(s) that the method or
instances belong to) in its schema.
Based upon this sharing mechanism the component that wishes to import the foreign concept will be
able to add the (meta-)data representing the concept to its own local schema. Adding (meta-)data to an
already existing schema is a two step process. First, con icts (e.g., naming, modeling, scaling) between the
objects of the importing database and the external objects from the other components must be resolved
(con ict resolution). Second, these objects must be imported into the new schema as gracefully as possible
and uni ed with already existing local types (uni cation). Figure 8 shows the nal schema of travel agency
A after con ict resolution and uni cation are completed.

5 The Object Database Model
In order for any collaboration to take place among the heterogeneous components of a federation, a common
model for describing the sharable data must be established. This model must be semantically expressive
enough to capture the intended meanings of conceptual schemas which may re ect several of the kinds
of heterogeneity enumerated above. Further, this model must be simple enough so that it can be readily

Figure 7: Three partial conceptual schemas for travel agencies A, E , and D
understood and implemented. The advantage of a simple model is that it can be implemented using a variety
of already existing object-oriented database management systems saving both time and e ort. To this end,
we have chosen to use a Minimal Object Data Model (MODM) as the common data model for describing
the structure, constraints, and operations for sharable data.
5.1 MODM

MODM is a generic functional object data model, which supports the usual object-based constructs. In
particular, it draws upon the essentials of functional database models, such as those proposed in in Daplex
[49], Iris [14], and Omega [16]. MODM contains the basic features common to most semantic [1, 21] and
object-oriented models [2], such as GemStone [36], O2 [30], and Orion [28]. The model supports complex
objects (aggregation), type membership (classi cation), subtype to supertype relationships (generalization),
inheritance of stored functions (attributes) from supertype to subtypes, and user-de nable functions (methods). Not supported at this point are run-time binding of functions (method override), overloading of
operations, constraints (semantic integrity rules) on types and functions, and remote transparency. We expect that MODM will eventually incorporate some of the concepts from [31, 35] for additional support in
the uni cation process.
Some of the advantages of using an object-based common data model include the ability to encapsulate
the functionality of shared objects [5], its extensible nature [32], and object uniformity [8]. This last item is
especially important for the uni cation phase where one can ask about the equivalence of actual data-values,
types, and operations.
5.2 Relationships Among Objects

Before we present the details of our approach to resolving semantic heterogeneity, we rst present an overview
of the various relationships that can exist among objects that model the same or similar real-world concepts
in di erent components of a federation [4].

Figure 8: Travel agency A's schema after the importation of \Bed & Breakfast"-like information
5.2.1 Common Concepts
As a direct result of the di erent causes for schema diversity described above, it may happen that the same
concept of an application domain is modeled by di erent representations R1 and R2 in di erent schemas.
Returning to the example in Figure 7 of Section 4, we can see that the concept of \bed & breakfast" as it
can be found in travel agency A's schema is also represented by the type Lodgings in travel agency E and
by the type Private Accommodations in travel agency D. In addition to the obvious naming di erences,
both abstract objects mirror closely related real-world information but use di erent modeling constructs in
their representations. Several types of semantic relationships can exist between two representations R1 and
R2: they may be identical, equivalent, agreeable, or incompatible:
(i) Identical:
R1 and R2 are exactly the same. This happens when the same modeling constructs are used, the same
perceptions are applied, and no extraneous information enters into the speci cation. For example,
Reservations in schema B and Bookings in schema D are equal representations for the same real
world concept, namely records of services rendered by the travel agency to its customers.
(ii) Equivalent:
R1 and R2 are not exactly the same because di erent modeling constructs have been applied. For
example, in Figure 3, the types Accommodations in travel agency D, and Places in Northeastern
Region in travel agency E can be used to model the same information, namely hotels in the Northeastern region of the U.S., but the representation is di erent. In D's schema the location is explicitly
modeled through a separate function called is located in. In E 's schema, the location information is
implicit since it is part of the type name.
(iii) Compatible:
R1 and R2 are neither identical nor equivalent. However, their representation is not contradictory.
For example, Private Accommodations and Resorts both model the same basic hotel information

(i.e., rooms to rent) but di er in the type of services o ered.
(iv) Incompatible:
R1 and R2 are contradictory because of inconsistent design speci cations or fundamental di erences in
the underlying information. For example, in Figure 5, the two partial schemas displaying Travelers and
Reservations and Customers and Bookings are incompatible because of the cardinalities assigned
to their respective relationships.
5.2.2 Related Concepts
In addition to common concepts, related concepts arise frequently; we can enumerate the following most
commonly used types of interschema (binary) relationships of this kind:
(i) Generalization/Specialization:
Generalization is the result of taking the union of two or more types to produce a higher-level type.
In terms of the travel agency example, Places-to-Stay of schema A is the generalization of Resorts
& Spas, Hotels, and Bed & Breakfast. Specialization is the opposite of generalization.
(ii) Positive Association:
It is impossible to accurately classify all kinds of relationships that can exist between objects. This
category includes concepts that are \synonyms" in some context (e.g., Bed & Breakfast and Private Accommodations, and those that are typically used in the same context (e.g., Hotel and
Reservations).
This list is by no means exhaustive but rather indicative of useful inter-relationships vis-a-vis semantic
heterogeneity resolution.

6 A Mechanism for Semantic Heterogeneity Resolution
The fundamental goal of this work is to provide a mechanism to support the resolution of semantic heterogeneity when sharing information among components in a federation. In general, sharing is possible at
many di erent levels of abstraction and granularity, ranging from speci c information units (data objects),
to meta-datae, to behavior. For this paper, we limit our investigation to the sharing of type objects, a process
we term type-level sharing. Sharing of individual instances (instance-level sharing) and sharing of behavior or
functions (function-level sharing) has been addressed in [10] as we mentioned earlier. The ndings from this
previous research are particularly useful for our research since when sharing a type object, all its instances
as well as its stored functions will be shared at the same time. The sharing of computed functions requires
more work in the sense that there may be problems with side-e ectsf . As observed in Section 2, most of the
previous work on resolving semantic heterogeneity has concentrated in the area of determining structural
equivalence or behavioral equivalence at the schema level. In what follows, we rst present a brief overview
of these two approaches (Section 6.1). In Section 6.2 we describe our mechanism; it is based on three parts,
each addressing a di erent aspect of the problem of establishing the relationship between type objects in
di erent components. Here, we present a solution to this problem using two federation components only; for
this simpli ed case, we work out a solution that later serves as a basis for the more general case (described
in Section 8).
e This includes structural schema speci cations and semantic integrity constraints.
f By side-e ects we really mean: (1) any kind of implicit input other than the input argument, and (2)

the state of the database where the function executes.

any modi cations to

6.1 Basic Structural and Behavioral Equivalence

A widely used approach for disambiguating two objectsg is to determine if they are structurally equivalent
(at some level of abstraction). As an example, consider a (local) object, say :joachim, of type Traveler
in travel agency B 's database and a foreign object, say :dennis, of type Customer in travel agency C 's
database, that are being compared. In this case, where both objects are atomic, the comparison is relatively
easy. One can simply apply some sort of \eq" or \equal" semantics. Otherwise, further comparisons are
needed. When comparing type objects this includes comparing the type names, the instances of that type, the
subtypes of the type, and so forth. In addition, function information such as value types, function names,
missing functions, and mapping constraints, for example, can prove useful on structural characteristics.
Consider the two abstract objects Accommodations of travel agency D and Places in Northeastern
Region of travel agency E as shown in Figure 3. In this case, the functions has name with value type
Name and is managed by with value type Person in D's schema and has name with value type BusinessName and owned by with value type Owner-Name in E's schema suggest a certain similarity between
the two concepts. In order to determine a more exact connection, one has to make further comparisons.
The more commonalities there are with respect to the above criteria the higher the correlation between
Accommodations and Places in Northeastern Region.
Another approach to determining object equivalence is to look at the operations (i.e., methods) that
are de ned on the objects in order to establish a behavioral equivalence between them. The general idea
behind this approach is to apply all operations that are associated with a given local object, say Cities,
and compare the results with those obtained when running the same methods on a foreign object, say
Destinations. Examples of such methods are sights(), which takes a city instance as input and returns its
sights, or location(), which returns the country in which a particular city is located. Behavioral equivalence
requires the ability to compare methods and their results when executed in di erent environments. Thus,
its success largely depends on how well a particular federation environment supports the remote execution
of procedures. Another problem that remains in this approach is that of deciding when the results of the
procedure applications are equal.
6.2 A Three-Pronged Approach to Relative Object Equivalence

In order to determine the relationship between objects within a broader context, we realize that not one single
method (such as the structural approach) but a combination of several di erent approaches taken together
is highly promising. While it is nearly impossible to completely automate such a procedure, the following
mechanism provides substantially useful functionality. We now describe our three-pronged approach for
resolving semantic heterogeneity, viz., determining relative object equivalence.
6.2.1 Meta-Functions
The rst aspect of our mechanism is based on the existence of so-called meta-functions, which return metadata information about objects in remote database componentsh . Examples of such functions are ShowAllTypes() which returns a list of all types that are part of the export schema, HasFunctions() which returns a
list of all functions de ned on a given type, HasSubtypes(), HasInstances(), and so forth. The following is a
g In this section the term object can refer to a type object as well as an instance object.
h This requires the ability to compare methods and their results when executed in di erent environments.

list of meta-functions:

Meta-Function

ShowAllTypes()
HasStoredFunctions(t:Type)
HasComputedFunctions(t:Type)
HasInstances (t:Type)
HasValue(i:Instance, f:Function)
HasValueType(f:Function)
HasDirectSubtypes(t:Type)
HasDirectSuperType(t:Type)

Description

Returns a list of all types that can be shared
Returns a list of all stored functions de ned on type t
Returns a list of all computed functions de ned on type t
Returns a list of all instances de ned on user de ned type t
Returns the value of the stored function f on instance i
Returns the value type for a stored function f
Returns a list of all direct subtypes of type t
Returns the direct supertype of type t

Note that we cannot depend on examining supertypes of an object, since the supertype might not be
part of a component's export schema whereas we can always assume that subtypes are. Components that
wish to share and exchange information (such as the travel agencies in FOTA) must agree on a common
interface (MODM) that can provide the functionality described above.
6.2.2 Local Lexicon
The second aspect provides semantic information about the sharable objects in each component. For this
purpose, each component must maintain a local lexicon where every type object that is part of its export
schema is de ned. The common vocabulary in which shared knowledge is represented in a lexicon draws
some ideas from declarative knowledge representation forms such as the Knowledge Representation Language (KRL) [6], semantic networks [43], and the Cyc knowledge base [20]. In our approach, knowledge is
represented as a static collection of facts of the simple form:
<term>

relationship descriptor <term>

A term on the left side of a relationship descriptor represents the unknown concept which is described by
the term on the right side of a relationship descriptor. The set of descriptors is extensible and speci es the
relationships that exist between the two terms. The following is a preliminary list of conceptual relationship
descriptors utilized in our mechanism:

R-Descriptors

Identical
Equal
Compatible
KindOf
Assoc
CollectionOf
InstanceOf
Common
Feature
Has

Meaning

Two types are the same
Two types are equivalent
Two type are transformable
Specialization of a type
Positive association between two types
Collection of related types
Instance of a type
Common characteristic of a collection
Descriptive feature of a type
Property belonging to all instances of a type

For example in FOTA, we may have the following in a local lexicon:

Bed & Breakfast

KindOf

Hotel

A bed & breakfast place is a specialization of hotel

Figure 9: A partial view of three local lexica

"

Feature

economical

and one of its features is its low price.

Sightseeing
"
"
"

KindOf
CollectionOf
Has
Feature

Entertainment
Trips
Place-to-visit
Pleasure

Sightseeing is a special form of entertainment
that is a collection of trips
to places
and is meant to be enjoyable.

MexicoFlights
"

CollectionOf
Common

Flight
Destination

MexicoFlights is a collection of ights
with the common destination of Mexico.

The terms that are used to describe the unknown concept are taken from a dynamic list that characterizes
commonalities in a federation. Since interoperability only makes sense among components that model similar
or related information, it is reasonable to expect a common understanding of a minimal set of concepts taken
from the application domain. In case of FOTA a subset of commonly understood concepts could be:
Csub = fAirlines,

Arrival, Booking, Cruises, Customer, Destination, Departure, Entertainment, Fare,
Flight, Hotel, Public Transportation, Rental Car Companies, Trains, Tripsg

The underlying idea of the lexicon is to represent the real-world meaning of all shared terms in order to
complement the results of the meta-functions. In some cases, it is not possible to \derive" the meaning of
a term only by looking at its structure (for example, Pleasure Cruises and Flights both have functions
containing departure and arrival information but the types themselves are not related). By the same token,
the real-world meaning by itself might not be enough to correctly integrate a term into another type hierarchy
(for example, two types Fare and Airfare that represent the cost of tickets but store their prices in di erent
denominations cannot simply be merged into a new type). Thus, by using meta-functions together with
local lexica, we are able to achieve a higher degree of con dence in the correctness of our mechanism when
integrating objects. An example of the partial contents of three local lexica is given in Figure 9.

Figure 10: Sharing architecture and the various interactions among its components
6.2.3 Semantic Dictionary
The third module is the semantic dictionary, which is created and maintained by the sharing advisor. There
is an important connection between local lexica and the semantic dictionary. Each local lexicon describes
the meaning of all type objects that are part of the component's export schema to which the lexicon belongs.
Local lexica contain only semantic information and no knowledge about any relationships among its entries.
This kind information is provided by the semantic dictionary which contains partial knowledge about the
relationships between all the terms in the local lexica in the federation. An overview of our architecture
displaying the various interactions between the di erent parts is shown in Figure 10.
6.3 A Strategy for Resolving Object Relationships

The basic problem addressed by the semantic heterogeneity resolution mechanism may be expressed, without
loss of generality, as: given two objects, a local and a foreign one, return the relationship that exists
between the two. Speci cally, our strategy is based on structural knowledge (meta-functions) and the
(known) relationships that exist between keywords and the two objects in questions (local lexicon, semantic
dictionary). One characteristic of our approach is that the majority of user input occurs before the resolution
step is performed (i.e., when selecting the set of keywords and creating the local lexicon) rather than during.
As a nal note, we can make the following observation on the use of meta-functions. All information about the
structure of a type object is provided through meta-functions: an approach that can be viewed as a variation
to the usual paradigm of behavior encapsulation in object-oriented programming languages. Rather than
encapsulating behavior, meta-functions \encapsulate" the structure of a type object. The advantage of this
approach is that meta-functions that are essentially computed or foreign functions in our data model can be
part of each component's schema without modi cations to the underlying architecture.

7 The Uni cation of Remote and Local Information
Thus far we have discussed the nature of the schema integration problem and identi ed the various causes
of and a solution to the heterogeneity problem. In this section we describe the individual activities that a
component must go through when importing a type object. As mentioned before, there are two steps that
must be performed when adding imported (meta-)data to an already existing schema. First, once con icts
(e.g., naming, modeling, scaling) between a source and a target schema are detected, these con icts must
be resolved so that the uni cation of the foreign type(s) with the corresponding local objects is possible
(con ict resolution). Second, the foreign object(s) must be imported into the local schema as gracefully and
naturally as possible (uni cation). In the context of this research, \schema" refers to a collection of type
objects that are connected through the usual object-based constructs. As noted above, we consider here
only the importation of type objects or collections thereof.
7.1 Con ict Resolution

The goal of this activity is to resolve inconsistencies between the imported type(s) and the target schema
before the uni cation step. However, automatic con ict resolution is in general infeasible. Sometimes
con icts cannot be resolved because they arose as a result of some basic inconsistencies. In cases where
automatic resolution is not possible, the con icts are reported to the users who must guide the uni cation
mechanism in the process. The following speci c activities are performed during con ict resolution:
 Operations on atomic data values: This is an attempt to resolve type (iv) heterogeneities (low-level
data format. For example, a conversion of fare prices that are represented in English pounds into U.S.
dollars (this might also a ect the respective value types of functions associated with fare prices).
Renaming: This activity addresses the problem of homonyms (where the same name is used for two
di erent concepts) and synonyms (in which the same concept is described by two or more names).
As an example for homonyms, consider the following scenario. Two components A and B of FOTA
want to share fare information. Both schemas include an object named Fare-Prices. However, FarePrices in schema A includes airport and sales taxes whereas in schema B it represents the \true" fare
price without any taxes added. It is obvious that merging the two types would result in a problem.
Therefore, one of the two types must be renamed before uni cation can take place in order to re ect
the di erences in their representations. As an example of synonyms, consider two schemas representing
customer information, Clients and Customers, where both types contain the same data. In this case,
keeping two distinct types in the integrated schema would result in modeling a single object by means
of two di erent types.
Additional con icts are resolved during the following uni cation phase.


7.2 Uni cation

At this point, the foreign object(s) can be uni ed with the corresponding local object(s). If necessary the
target schema must be restructured to achieve a result that is (1) complete, (2) minimal, and (3) understandable. Complete since the new, integrated schema must contain all concepts that were present before the
uni cation process took place. Minimal since concepts should only be represented once, and understandable
since the integrated schema should be easy to understand for the end user.
Upon importing the (meta-)data, structural con icts with existing types in the component's local type
hierarchy may arise. Several possibilities exist, and we demonstrate our approach with the help of several
sample scenarios from FOTA. These scenarios di er in the complexity of the schemas to be integrated,
starting with the most simple one: the importation of a single foreign type object. The second scenario
examines the cases when a component wishes to import one or more types that are inter-related. The types

to be uni ed are usually part of a more complex type hierarchy, hence we also need to be concerned with
inheritance issues. The last scenario is a special case of the previous one and focuses on the relationship(s)
between the objects to be uni ed. In this scenario, it is possible to construct the situation in which a
component wishes to import objects that are connected in a complex manner involving one or more types
not present in the local schema. In assembling this framework, we want to point out the relevance of previous
work in this area described in [4, 22, 24, 39].
Below, we assume the following naming convention. Let Cimp denote an importing component of FOTA,
Cexp denote an exporting component of FOTA, L denote a local object belonging to Cimp , and F denote a
foreign object belonging to Cexp.
(i) In the rst scenario, we assume that a component Cimp wishes to import a single type object F from
component Cexp. In increasing order of generality, this scenario can be decomposed into the following
three cases.
(a) F does not exist in Cimp 's schema. For example, travel agency D wishes to import the object
type Museums from travel agency E . Since Museums does not exist in D's schema, it can be
added without further modi cations. The designated place for the new type is either as a subtype
of \root" or \system" (i.e., the highest place in the type hierarchy), or as a subtype of some other
user-speci ed local type. It is important to note that \adding" a type requires some additional
work in the sense that the value types for the new functions do not always exist in the target
schema and may have to be imported as well.
(b) F is (semantically) equivalent to some local object L in Cimp 's schema. In this case we make F a
subtype of L and add the necessary functions to both L as well as F . For example, travel agency A
wishes to import the object type Private Accommodations from travel agency D (this scenario
is depicted in Figure 7). An equivalent type, namely Bed & Breakfast already exists in A's
schema. Thus, the imported type Private Accommodations is added as a subtype of Bed &
Breakfast and all its functions are created for both the supertype as well as the subtype. Note
that \subsetting" is a uni cation practice that is used by most methodologies [4]. In fact, it is
considered to be the basis for accommodating multiple user perspectives on comparable types.
The case where F is exactly identical to L (e.g., structurally as well as semantically), is merely a
simpli cation and only requires the importation of the type instances in which Cimp is interested
(this is essentially a type merge as mentioned earlier).
(c) F is related to an object L in Cimp 's schema. In the case when L and F are similar in their semantic
meaning but not equivalent, i.e., they are identical with respect to some functions and di erent
with respect to others, a new supertype is created that contains only the identical functions of L
and F . The functions in which L and F di er are associated with two new subtypes which inherit
the functions common to both L and F . Together, the new supertype and its two subtypes contain
the same information as L and F before the uni cation. This method was proposed in [9]. In
terms of FOTA, the following example as shown in Figure 11 best illustrates this method. Assume
that travel agency D is about to integrate Hotels in Northeastern US into its own schema. It
has determined that Hotels in the Northeastern US is related to its own Accommodations
in New England. Although there is considerable overlap between the two types (e.g., both
contain hotel information, both cover a similar geographic area), there are still enough di erences
to prevent D from simply \merging" the two types. Using the above method, a new supertype
Accommodations is created that has two subtype Northeastern US and New-England.
Together, all three types contain the same information as the two original types.
(ii) In the second scenario Cimp wishes to import (meta-)data consisting of several, inter-related objects
from Cexp . For simplicity, we use only two di erent foreign type objects, namely F1 and F2, but the

Figure 11: Integration of two related objects
following discussion can be adapted to situations where more than two foreign type objects are involved
in the uni cation process. As before, we can distinguish the following cases, based on their degree of
generality:
(a) F1 and F2 do not exist in Cimp 's schema. Here the type objects and all instances as required by
Cimp are added. For example, travel agency B that has no train information in its schema so far
wishes to import two related types called Trains and Train-Fares from travel agency C .
(b) Either F1 or F2 is (semantically) equivalent to some object L in Cimp 's schema. If we assume
that foreign type F1 is equivalent to a local type, say L1, several things need to be done. First a
new subtype of L1 is created, in order to hold the imported instances from F1 . Then F2 is added
as L2 to Cimp 's local schema, including all of its instances. Finally, new functions relating L1 's
subtype and L2 are created. For example, travel agency D is importing the type Airtravel and
the value type Price of function has price from travel agency C (see Figure 4). Since Airtravel
is related to C 's Flights it is added as a subtype of it. Then the type Price is added to the
newly imported Airtravel just as in the original schema of travel agency C .
In the case where both types F1 and F2 are present in Cimp 's schema, all foreign instances of F1
and F2 can be imported into the already existing local types L1 and L2 (type merge).
(c) Either F1 or F2 is related to some object L in Cimp 's schema. Assume that F1 is related to L.
In this case, which is similar to case (c) of the rst scenario, the same method applies. The
functions that are common to both F1 and L are associated with a new supertype, which has
two subtypes containing the functions that distinguished F1 and L. Since F2 was related to the
original type F1, it will also be related to the new supertype to which it is added as a stored
function. For example, travel agency D is importing the two types Sightseeing and Cities
(containing the cities where the sights are) from travel agency C . C 's type Sightseeing is related
to D's local type Entertainment. Following the method outlined above, a new supertype is
created by travel agency D, say Things-to-do, which contains all the information common to

Figure 12: Example 1. Integration of several inter-related objects

D's Entertainment and C 's Sightseeing. The new supertype Things-to-do has two subtypes,
namely Entertainment and Sightseeing, that re ect the di erences between the original types.
Cities, which is a stored function of both subtypes, is connected to Things-to-do via a stored
function called has location (see Figure 12).
(d) Both F1 and F2 are related to objects L1 and L2 in Cimp 's schema. For example, travel agency
E with types Places in Northeastern Region and Owner-Name wants to import the types
Accommodations and Person from travel agency D (see Figure 3). In this case, both types
Accommodations and Person are imported separately. If the relationship between the two is
important for the importing component, the appropriate function(s), in this case is managed by
can be added afterwards.
(iii) In the third scenario, consider the case where component Cimp wishes to import types from Cexp whose
relationships are modeled di erently then the corresponding type relationships in Cimp 's local schema.
For example, L1 and L2 are related through a ternary relationship that includes an additional type L3
whereas the corresponding foreign types, F1 and F2, are related directly through functions and their
inverses. Applying the method of \subsetting", two new subtypes for F1 and F2 are necessary. Then,
for each instance pair that Cimp imports, a new instance for L3 is created, which relates the imported
objects. As an example in FOTA, consider the following situation depicted in Figure 13. Travel agency
C models its \ ight-fare" information through a ternary relationship consisting of the types Flights,
Flight-Fare-Combinations, and Fare-Types. In order to obtain fare information on charter ights
from Miami to the Florida Keys, it decided to import this information from travel agency B . B uses
two types Airtravel and Price and a function has price to model the relationship between ights and
fares. Using the procedure outlined above, two new subtypes for Flights and Fare-Types are created,
namely Southern-Flights and Southern-Fare-Types respectively (to represent the fact that they
contain information about the southern parts of the U.S.). Further, for every related pair of objects
in the new subtypes, a new object is created in C 's Flight-Fare-Combinations relating each ight

Figure 13: Example 2. Integration of several inter-related objects
from Southern-Flights to its corresponding price object in Southern-Fare-Types.
These three scenarios are an attempt to examine the most important sharing situations that arise during
the life-time of FOTA. We have only examined the importation and uni cation of single type objects or pairs
of related type objects. However, the mechanisms presented in this section can be extended to accommodate
the uni cation of three or more inter-related type objects. Some of these cases will be studied during
subsequent research in this area. Although it is dicult to propose a useful measure of the \completeness"
of this enumeration, we shall attempt to use the scenarios presented here as a foundation for our work, and
argue that they are sucient to prove the feasibility of this approach.

8 Concluding Remarks
We have presented an approach and mechanism for resolving semantic heterogeneity in the context of a
federation of autonomous database system components. For this mechanism to operate e ectively, each
participating component must agree to meet two principal conditions: First, the MODM data model must
be supported at the federation interface, including the sharing meta-functions. Second, a local lexicon must
be provided, wherein a component describes the meaning of the (type) objects it is willing to share with other
components in federation. These objects must be described using the conceptual relationship descriptors
supported by our mechanism.
The approach to semantic heterogeneity presented in this paper is based on the following three \services"
that are provided by the federation to its components: the sharing advisor, the disambiguation algorithm,
and the uni cation tool. When a new component initially joins the federation it must rst register, and
invoke the sharing advisor. The sharing advisor enters the data that the component is willing to share
into the semantic dictionary so that it can be used by other components in the federation. Assuming
that the new component has met the two basic conditions above, it is then ready to participate in the
exchange of information. Sharing takes place on a component-pairwise basis when the sharing advisor has
located the sources of relevant information. The importing component selects those relevant foreign objects

that it wants to integrate into its local framework. Given a foreign object, a related local object and the
relationship between the two, the uni cation tool places place the foreign object (including its instances
and stored functions) into the appropriate place in the local meta-data framework (type hierarchy). At this
point, the uni cation is complete and the newly imported object can be used by the remote component.
We note that it is not at present possible to completely automate the tasks of the sharing advisor,
particularly in supporting new components. In consequence, in practice one or more humans will likely be
required to assist. In order to facilitate the establishment of new federations, we employ a notion termed
a \federation seed", which is application environment dependent and contains an initial set of terms that
can be used to describe unknown concepts in the local lexicon of each component. This initial set of
terms describes general information from the application domain, and will evolve and grow with time to
accommodate additional, more complex concepts within a given federation. Such seeds can be provided for
particular domains, e.g., the travel industry or genetic information.
The result of this research may have both direct and practical impact on information sharing among
heterogeneous databases, speci cally in the following areas:
 Framework: We have presented a framework for accommodating semantic heterogeneity in interoperable object-based database systems. We speci cally use an functional object-based data model (extended
with meta-functions) for describing the sharable data as well as their relationships to the real-world
concepts they represent.
 Architecture: We have introduced an architecture and experimental system for resolving semantic
heterogeneity. Our system is based on the interaction between meta-functions that provide structural
information, local lexica that provide semantic information, and the semantic dictionary that provides
incomplete knowledge about the relationships between the concepts in the local lexica. Relationships
are described using a set of fundamental descriptors, which is extensible.
 Existing Components and Autonomy: Throughout this paper we have paid careful attention to limiting
required modi cations to existing DBMS software and conceptual schemas. As a result, our approach
requires no modi cation to the query processor or any other aspect of the local architecture. Other
than the basic requirements of an MODM interface and support of a local lexicon, each component
retains autonomy over its database. Furthermore, through the export schema it can specify at any
given time which objects are sharable and which objects should remain private.
An experimental prototype of our mechanism is currently under development. This initial prototype,
which we are using to demonstrate, evaluate, and re ne our approach, is based upon a testbed consisting of
Omega [16] DBMS components. Omega was chosen for two reasons. First, by using an exiting DBMS we
were able to focus our attention on implementing the resolution and sharing mechanism. Second, the Omega
database model contains most of the modeling constructs needed to implement MODM.
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